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ABSTRACT 
Bjiirck and Hammarling [l] describe a fast, stable Schur method for computing a 
square root X of a matrix A (X2 = A). We present an extension of their method 
which enables real arithmetic to be used throughout when computing a real square 
root of a real matrix. For a nonsingular real matrix A conditions are given for the 
existence of a real square root, and for the existence of a real square root which is a 
polynomial in A; the number of square roots of the latter type is determined. The 
conditioning of matrix square roots is investigated, and an algorithm is given for the 
computation of a well-conditioned square root. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a matrix A, a matrix X for which X2 = A is called a square root of 
A. Several authors have considered the computation of matrix square roots [3, 
4, 9, 10, 15, 161. A particularly attractive method which utilizes the Schur 
decomposition is described by Bjiirck and Hammarling [l]; in general it 
requires complex arithmetic. Our main purpose is to show how the method 
can be extended so as to compute a real square root of a real matrix, if one 
exists, in real arithmetic. 
The theory behind the existence of matrix square roots is nontrivial, as 
can be seen by noting that while the n x n identity matrix has infinitely 
many square roots for n > 2 (any involutary matrix such as a Householder 
transformation is a square root), a nonsingular Jordan block has precisely two 
square roots (this is proved in Corollary 1). 
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In Section 2 we define the square root function of a matrix. The feature 
which complicates the existence theory for matrix square roots is that in 
general not all the square roots of a matrix A are functions of A. 
In Section 3 we classify the square roots of a nonsingular matrix A in a 
manner which makes clear the distinction between the two classes of square 
roots: those which are functions of A and those which are not. 
With the aid of this background-theory we find all the real square roots of 
a nonsingular real matrix which are functions of the matrix, and show how 
these square roots may be computed in real arithmetic by the “real Schur 
method.” The stability of this method is analysed in Section 5. 
Some extra insight into the behavior of matrix square roots is gained by 
defining a matrix square root condition number. Finally, we give an algorithm 
which attempts to choose the square root computed by the Schur method so 
that it is, in a sense to be defined in Section 5.1, “well conditioned.” 
2. THE SQUARE ROOT FUNCTION OF A MATRIX 
Let AEC”~“, the set of all n X n matrices with complex elements, and 
denote the Jordan-canonical form of A by 
Z-‘AZ=J=diag(J,,Js ,..., Jr,), 
where 
. . 
. 1 
0 A, 
(2.1) 
If A has s < p distinct eigenvalues, which can be assumed without loss of 
generality to be A,,X,,..., X,, then the minimum polynomial of A -the 
unique manic polynomial p of lowest degree such that p(A) = O-is given by 
(2.3) 
where lzi is the dimension of the largest Jordan block in which Xi appears 
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[ll, p. 1681. The values 
f”‘(Ai), OQj<ni-l, l<i<s, (2.4) 
are the values of the function f on the spectrum of A, and if they exist, f is 
said to be dej%wd on the spectrum of A. 
We wih use the following definition of matrix function, which defines 
f(A) to be a polynomial in the matrix A. The motivation for this definition 
(which is one of several, equivalent ways to define a matrix function [17]) is 
given in [6, p. 95 ff.], [ll, p. 168 ff.]. 
DEFINITION 1 [6, p. 971. Let f be a function defined on the spectrum of 
A EC”~“. Then 
f(A) = T(A), 
where r is the unique Hermite interpolating polynomial of degree less than 
which satisfies the interpolation conditions 
G(hi)= f(j)(A.) t 9 Ogj<n,-1, lgi<s. 
Of particular interest here is the function g(z) = z’/‘, which is certainly 
defined on the spectrum of A if A is nonsingular. However, g(A) is not 
uniquely defined until one specifies which branch of the square root function 
is to be taken in the neighborhood of each eigenvalue Ai. Indeed, Definition 1 
yields a total of 2’ matrices g(A) when all combinations of branches for the 
square roots g(A,), 1 Q i d s, are taken. It is natural to ask whether these 
matrices are in fact square roots of A. That they are can be seen by taking 
Q(u,, us) = u: - ua, fl(A) = A’“, with the appropriate choices of branch in 
the neighborhoods of Xi, h,, . . . , A,, and h(X) = A in the next result. 
THEOREM 1. Let Q(ul, u2,. . . , uk) be a polynomial in ul, u2,. . . , uk, and 
ktf,,f,,..., fk be functions de$ned on the spectrum of A E C n Xn fm which 
Q<_L.L.-.,fd is zero on the spectrum of A. Then 
Q(fi(A), f,(A),.-, fk(A)) = 0. 
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Proof. See [ll, p. 1841. n 
The square roots obtained above, which are by definition polynomials in 
A, do not necessarily constitute all the square roots of A. For example, 
@)2= _; 1+a 
[ 
2 2 
-a I 
=-I, UEC, (2.5) 
yet X(a) is evidently not a polynomial in - 1. In the next section we classify 
all the square roots of a nonsingular matrix A E C ” Xn. To do so we need the 
following result concerning the square roots of a Jordan block. 
LEMMA 1. For A, # 0 the Jordan block Jk(hk) of (2.2) has precisely two 
upper triangular squure roots 
. . . f' “k-1)(x,) 
( mk - l)! 
f ‘6,) 
f&J 
j = 1,2, 
(2.6) 
where f(X)= h 'I2 and the superscript j denotes the branch of the square root 
in the neighborhood of A,. Both square roots are functions of Jk. 
Proof. For a function f defined on the spectrum of A the formula (2.6) 
for f(Jk) follows readily from the definition of f(A) [6, p. 981. Hence Lc) 
and t@) are (distinct) square roots of Jk; we need to show that they are the 
only upper triangular square roots of .Zk. To this end suppose that X = (xij) is 
an upper triangular square root of Z,. Equation (i, i) and (i, i + 1) elements in 
X2 = Jk gives 
and 
(xii+xi+i,i+i)xi,i+i=l, l<i<m,-1. 
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The second equation implies that xii + xi + i, i + 1 # 0, so from the first, 
xi1=x22= . . . =xmk,_ = * x’k/“. 
Since xii + x j j # 0 for all i and j, X is uniquely determined by its diagonal 
elements (see Section 4.2); these are the same as those of Lf) or Lf), so 
X = LI;‘) or X = Ly). n 
3. SQUARE ROOTS OF A NONSINGULAR MATRIX 
A prerequisite to the investigation of the real square roots of a real matrix 
is an understanding of the structure of a general complex square root. In this 
section we extend a result of Gantmacher’s [6, p. 2321 to obtain a useful 
characterisation of the square roots of a nonsingular matrix A which are 
functions of A. We also note some interesting corollaries. 
Our starting point is the following result. Recall that Lc) and Lf) are the 
two upper triangular square roots of Jk defined in Lemma 1. 
THEOREM 2. L&AEQ:“~” be rumsingular and have the Jordan canoni- 
cal form (2.1). Then all square roots X of A are given by 
where j, is 1 or 2 and U is an arbitrary nonsingular matrix which commutes 
with 1. 
Proof. See [6, pp. 231,232]. 1 
The next result describes the structure ai the matrix U in Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let A E C nxn have the Jordan canonical fm (2.1). All 
solutions of AX = XA are given by 
x=zwz-‘, 
where W = ( Wi j) is a block matrix with 
i 
0, 
wij= T,, 
hi =# xj 
‘J’ 
& = hj EcnLIXmj, I 
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where Ti j is an arbitrary upper trapezoidal Toeplitz matrix [(Tij),s = 8, _ ,I, 
which for m, < mj has the form Tij = [0, Uij], where Uij is square. 
Proof See [6, pp. 220,221]. 
We are now in a position to extend Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 4. Let the nonsingular matrix A E C nXn have the Jordan 
canonical form (2.1), and let s =G p be the number of distinct eigenvalues 
ofA. 
Then A has precisely 2” square roots which are functions of A, given by 
Xj=Zdiag(L(i'l),L(,"I),...,L~))Z-l, 1 < j < 2”, (3.2) 
corresponding to all possible choices of jl,. .., jr, j, = 1 or 2, subject to the 
constraint that ji = j, whenever Xi = A,. 
lf s < p, A has square roots which are not functions of A; they form 
parametrized families 
x,(u)=ZUdiag(LY’),L(zie),...,L(pjp))U-lZ_l, 2”+1< jG2p, 
(3.3) 
where j, is 1 or 2, U is an arbitrary nonsingular matrix which commutes with 
J, and for each j there exist i and k, depending on j, such that Xi = X, while 
ji + jk. 
Proof. We noted in Section 2 that there are precisely 2” square roots of 
A which are functions of A. That these are given by Equation (3.2) follows 
from the formulae [6, p. 98 ff.] 
f(A)= f(ZJZ-‘)=Zf(J)Z-‘=Zdiag(f(.h))Z-’> 
and Lemma 1. The constraint on the branches { ji } follows from Definition 1. 
By Theorem 2, the remaining square roots of A (if any), which, by the 
first part, cannot be functions of A, either are given by (3.3) or have the form 
ZULjU - ‘z - 1, where Lj=diag(L\jI),..., LF)) and Xj = ZL,Z - ’ is any 
one of the square roots in (3.2), and where U is an arbitrary nonsingular 
matrix which commutes with 3. Thus we have to show that for every such U 
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and Lj, 
that is, UL,U - ' = Lj, or equivalently, UL, = LjU. Writing U in block form 
U = (Uij) to conform with the block form of J, we see from Theorem 3 that 
since U commutes with J, 
UL, = L,U iff U,,Lyk)= L$jl)Uik whenever hi = X,. 
Therefore consider the case Ai = h, and suppose first m, > mk. We can write 
where yik is a square upper triangular Toeplitz matrix. Now Ai = hk implies 
ji = j,, so L(,b) has the form 
L\ii ) = 
[ 1 
L(kjk) M 
0 N' 
Thus 
= 
[ 1 Lp Y. tk = QW,,, 0 
where we have used the fact that square upper triangular Toeplitz matrices 
commute. A similar argument applies for mi < mk, and thus the required 
condition holds. n 
Theorem 4 shows that the square roots of A which are functions of A are 
“isolated’ square roots, characterized by the fact that the sum of any two of 
their eigenvalues is nonzero. On the other hand, the square roots which are 
not functions of A form a finite number of parametrized families of matrices; 
each family contains infinitely many square roots which share the same 
spectrum. 
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Several interesting corollaries follow directly from Theorem 4. 
COROLLARY 1. Zj- X k + 0, the two square roots of Jk( A k) given in Lemma 
1 are the only square roots of Jk(hk). 
COROLLARY 2. ZfAEcnX”, A is nonsingular, and its p elementary 
divisors are coprime - that is, in (2.1) each eigenvalue appears in only one 
Jordan block- then A has precisely 2p square roots, each of which is a 
function of A. 
The final corollary is well known. 
COROLLARY 3. Evey Hermitian positive definite matrix has a unique 
Hermitian positive definite square root. 
4. AN ALGORITHM FOR COMPUTING REAL SQUARE ROOTS 
4.1. The Schur Method 
Bjijrck and Hammarling [l] present an excellent method for computing a 
square root of a matrix A. Their method first computes a Schur decomposi- 
tion 
Q*AQ = T, 
where Q is unitary and T is upper triangular [8, p. 1921, and then determines 
an upper triangular square root Z.J of T with the aid of a fast recursion. A 
square root of A is given by 
X = QUQ*. 
A disadvantage of this Schur method is that if A is real and has nonreal 
eigenvalues, the method necessitates complex arithmetic even if the square 
root which is computed should be real. When computing a real square root it 
is obviously desirable to work with real arithmetic; depending on the relative 
costs of real and complex arithmetic on a given computer system, substantial 
computational savings may accrue, and moreover, a computed real square 
root is guaranteed. 
In Section 4.3 we describe a generalization of the Schur method which 
enables the computation of a real square root of A E Iw n Xn in real arithmetic. 
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First, however, we address the important question “When does A E R n Xn 
have a real square root?’ 
4.2. Existence of Real Square Roots 
The following result concerns the existence of general real square 
roots-those which are not necessarily functions of A. 
THEOREM 5. Let A E Wnx” be nonsingulur. A has a real square root if 
and only if each elementary divisor of A corresponding to a real negative 
eigenvalue occurs an even number of times. 
Proof. The proof is a straightforward modification of the proof of 
Theorem 1 in [ 141, and is omitted. n 
Theorem 5 is mainly of theoretical interest, since the proof is nonconstruc- 
tive and the condition for the existence of a real square root is not easily 
checked computationally. We now focus attention on the real square roots of 
AEIW”X” which are functions of A. The key to analysing the existence of 
square roots of this type is the real Schur decomposition. 
THEOREM 6 (Real Schur decomposition). Zf A E R ” xn, then there exists 
a real orthogonal matrix Q such that 
RI, R,, ... R,, 
Q=AQ=R= En-i!-", 
where each block ZJii is either 1 X 1, or 2 X2 with complex 
eigenvalues Ai and Xi, Xi #Xi. 
Proof. See [8, p. 2191. 
(44 
conjugate 
n 
Suppose that A E Iw ” Xn and that f is defined on the spectrum of A. 
Since A and R in (4.1) are similar, we have 
f(A) = Qf(R)Q=, 
so that f(A) is real if and only if 
T=f(R) 
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is real. It is easy to show that T inherits R’s upper quasitriangular structure 
and that 
Tii = f(Rii)> l<i<m. 
If A is nonsingular and f is the square root function, then the whole of T 
is uniquely determined by its diagonal blocks. To see this equate (i, j ) blocks 
in the equation T2 = R to obtain 
i TikTkj=Rij, jai. 
k=i 
These equations can be recast in the form 
T,; = Rii, l<i<m, (4.2) 
TiiTij+TijTjj=Rij- ‘2’ TikTkj, j>i. 
k=i+l 
(4.3) 
Thus if the diagonal blocks qi are known, (4.3) provides an algorithm for 
computing the remaining blocks Ti j of T along one superdiagonal at a time in 
the order specified by j - i = 1,2,. . . , m - 1. The condition for (4.3) to have a 
unique solution Tij is that Tii and - Tjj have no eigenvalue in common 
[8, p. 194; 11, p. 2621. This is guaranteed because the eigenvalues of T are 
pk = f(hk), and for the square root function f( Xi) = - f( X j) implies that 
A i = X j and hence that f( A i) = 0, that is hi = 0, contradicting the nonsingu- 
larity of A. 
From this algorithm for constructing T from its diagonal blocks we 
conclude that T is real, and hence f(A) is real, if and only if each of the 
blocks Tii = f( R ii) is real. We now examine the square roots f(T) of a 2 x 2 
matrix with complex conjugate eigenvalues. 
LEMMA 2. Let A E R 2X2 have complex conjugate eigenvalues X, x = 
8 + ip, where p + 0. Then A has four square roots, each of which is a 
function of A. Two of the square roots are real, with complex conjugate 
eigenvalues, and two are pure imaginary, having eigenvalues which are not 
complex conjugates. 
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Proof. Since A has distinct eigenvalues, Corollary 2 shows that A has 
four square roots which are all functions of A. To find them, let 
Z-‘AZ = diag(h,X) 
= 81 + QLK, 
where 
Then 
A=ez+pW, (4.4) 
where W = iZKZ - ‘, and since 8, p E R, it follows that W E R2x2. 
If (a + ij3)2 = 8 + i/.~, then the four square roots of A are given by 
X = ZDZ - ‘, where 
a + i/3 0 
D=+ 
0 1 &-(a-@) ’ 
that is, 
D= k(aZ+i/?K) 
or 
D=+(aK+ij3Z)=ki(PZ-iaK). 
Thus 
x= +(az+PW), (4.5) 
that is, two real square roots with eigenvalues + (a + i/3, a - i/3); or 
X=*i(pZ-(YW), 
that is, two pure imaginary square roots with eigenvalues + ((Y + i/3, - a + i/3). 
n 
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With the aid of the lemma we can now prove 
THEOREM 7. Let A E Rnx” be nonsingular. If A has a real negative 
eigenvalue, then A has no real square roots which are functions of A. 
If A has no real negative eigenvalues, then there are precisely 2’+” real 
square roots of A which are functions of A, where r is the number of distinct 
real eigenvalues of A, and c is the number of distinct complex conjugate 
eigenvalue pairs. 
Proof. Let A have the real Schur decomposition (4.1), and let f be the 
square root function. By the remarks preceding Lemma 2, f(A) is real if and 
only if f(Rii) is real for each i. If Rii = (ri) with 1; < 0, then f(Rii) is 
necessarily nonreal; this gives the first part of the theorem. 
If A has no real negative eigenvalues, consider the 2” square roots f(A) 
described in Theorem 4. We have s = r +2c. From Lemma 2 we see that 
f(Rii) is real for each 2x2 block R,, if and only if f(hi)= f(X,) whenever 
hi = X j, where {Xi} are the eigenvalues of A. Thus, of the 2” = 2r+2c ways 
in which the branches of f can be chosen for the distinct eigenvalues 
A,, h ,,...,X,of A,precisely2r+C of these choices yield real square roots. n 
An example of a class of matrices for which Theorems 5 and 7 guarantee 
the existence of real square roots is the class of nonsingular M-matrices, since 
the nonzero eigenvalues of an M-matrix have positive real parts (cf. [13]). 
It is clear from Theorem 5 that A may have real negative eigenvalues and 
yet still have a real square root; however, as Theorem 7 shows, and Equation 
(2.5) illustrates, the square root will not be a function of A. 
We remark, in passing, that the statement about the existence of real 
square roots in [5, p. 671 is incorrect. 
4.3. The Real Schur Method 
The ideas of the last section lead to a natural extension of Bjorck and 
Hammarling’s Schur method for computing in real arithmetic a real square 
root of a nonsingular A E R ” x “. This real Schur method begins by computing 
a real Schur decomposition (4.1), then computes a square root T of R from 
equations (4.2) and (4.3), and finally obtains a square root of A via the 
transformation X = QTQ’. 
We now discuss the solution of Equations (4.2) and (4.3). The 2 X 2 blocks 
Tii in (4.2) can be computed efficiently in a way suggested by the proof of 
Lemma 2. The first step is to compute f3 and p, where X = r3 + ip is an 
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eigenvalue of the matrix 
417 
We have 
Next, (Y and /I such that (CX + ip)2 = 8 + ip are required. A stable way to 
compute (Y is from the formula 
p is given in terms of (Y and Z.L by p = ~L/~cx. Finally, the real square roots of 
Rii are obtained from [cf. (4.4) and (4.5)] 
q=* az+&(Rii-ez)) ( 
a + $5, - r22> 
1 
=+ 
g12 
- 
1 (4.6) 
p21 a- &1,- r22) 
Notice that, depending on LX, Tii may have elements which are much larger 
than those of R ii. We discuss this point further in Section 6. 
If qi is of order p and Tjj is of order 4, (4.3) can be written 
(‘,.Tii+T~.Z~)Sfr(Tij)=Str( Rij- x~f~lTikTkj), (4.7) 
I 
where the Kronecker product A@B is the block matrix (aijB); for B = 
[b,, b,,..., b,], Str(B) is the vector (br, bl,. . . , bT)T; and I, is the r x T 
identity matrix. The linear system (4.7) is of order pq = 1, 2, or 4 and may be 
solved by standard methods. 
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Any of the real square roots f(A) of A can be computed in the above 
fashion by the real Schur method. Note that to conform with the definition of 
f(A) we have to choose the signs in (4.6) so that Tii and Tjj have the same 
eigenvalues whenever R i i and R j j do; this choice ensures simultaneously the 
nonsingularity of the linear systems (4.7). 
The cost of the real Schur method, measured in flops [8, p. 321, may be 
broken down as follows. The real Schur factorization (4.1) costs about 15n3 
flops [8, p. 2351. Computation of T as described above requires n3/6 flops, 
and the formation of X = QTQ’ requires 3n3/2 flops. Interestingly, only a 
small fraction of the overall time is spent in computing the square root T. 
5. STABILITY AND CONDITIONING 
Two concepts of great importance in matrix computation, which are 
particularly relevant to the matrix square root, are the concepts of stability 
and conditioning. We say an alg_orithm for the computation of X = f(A) is 
stable if the computed matrix X is the function of a matrix “near” to A; 
ideally X= f(A + E) with IJEJI < .sIIAII, where E is of the order of the 
machine unit roundoff u [8, p. 331. 
The accuracy of a computed matrix function, as measured by the relative 
error 1) x - f(A)]]/ ]I f( A)]], is governed by the sensitivity of f(A) to perturba- 
tions in A, and is largely beyond the control of the method used to compute 
X. No algorithm working in finite precision arithmetic can be expected to 
yield an accurate approximation to f(A) if for that particular A, f is unduly 
sensitive to perturbations in its argument. 
In the next two sections we analyse the stability of the real Schur method 
and the sensitivity of the matrix square root. 
5.1. Stability of the Real Schur Method 
Let X be an approximation to a square root of A, and define the residual 
E=X2-A. 
Then X2 = A + E, revealing the interesting property that stability of an 
algorithm for computing a square root X of A corresponds to the residual of 
the computed x being small relative to A. 
Consider the real Schur method. Let T denote the computed approxima- 
tion to a square root T of the matrix R in (4.1) and let 
F=T2-RR. 
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Making the usual assumptions on floating point arithmetic [8, p. 331, an error 
analysis analogous to that given by Bjiirck and Hammarling in [l] renders the 
bound 
(5.1) 
where ]I. IJF is the Frobenius norm [8, p. 141 and c is a constant of order 1. 
Following [l], we define for a square root X of A and a norm ]I. I] the 
number 
a(X)=~,l. 
Assuming that ]]T]]r = ]]T]lF we obtain from (5.1), on transforming by Q and 
QT7 
& [1+cncu,(x)]u. (5.2) 
We conclude that the real Schur method is stable provided that a,(X) is 
sufficiently small. 
In [l] it is shown that the residual of fl(X), the matrix obtained by 
rounding X to working precision, satisfies a bound which is essentially the 
same as (5.2). Therefore even if o(X) is large, the approximation to X 
furnished by the real Schur method is as good an approximation as the 
rounded version of X if the criterion for acceptability of a square root 
approximation is that it be the square root of a matrix “near” to A. 
Some insight into the behavior of a(X) can be gleaned from the inequali- 
ties (cf. [l]) 
K(X) 
- < a(X) < K(X), K(A) 
where K(A)= ]]A]] ]]A-‘]] is the condition number of A with respect to 
inversion. Thus if o(X) is large, X is necessarily ill conditioned with respect 
to inversion, and if A is well conditioned then C$ X) 2: K(X). 
Loosely, we will regard (Y as a condition number for the matrix square 
root, although in fact it does not correspond to the conventional notion of 
conditioning applied to a square root, namely, the sensitivity of the square 
root to perturbations in the original matrix. The latter concept is examined in 
the next section. 
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5.2. Conditioning of a Square Root 
Define the function F:Q=“X”-,C”X” by F(X)=X2-A. The (Frechet) 
derivative of F at X is a linear operator F’( X ) : C “x n -+ C n Xn, specified by 
F’( X)Z = XZ + ZX. 
As the next result shows F’(X) _ ’ plays a key role in measuring the sensitivity 
of a square root X of A. 
THEOREMS. LetX2=A,(X+AX)2=A+E, andsupposethatF’(X) 
is nonsingular. Then for sufficiently small 11 E 11 
(5.3) 
Proof. One finds easily that AX = F’(X)-‘(E - AX2). On taking norms 
this leads to 
IlWl d I(F’V-‘Ij(IIElI+ IWl12), 
a quadratic inequality which for sufficiently small I] El1 has the solution 
The result follows by dividing throughout by I IX ] I. n 
Theorem 8 motivates the definition of the matrix square root condition 
number 
y(X)=[IF’(X)-‘[I#=IlF’(X)-‘II++ (5.4) 
The linear transformation F’(X) is nonsingular, and y(X) is finite, if and only 
if X and - X have no eigenvalue in common [8, p. 1941; if A is nonsingular, 
Theorem 4 shows that this is the case precisely when X is a function of A. 
Hence the square roots of A which are not functions of A are characterised 
by having “infinite condition” as measured by y. This is in accord with (3.3), 
which indicates that such a square root is not well determined; indeed, one 
can regard even zero perturbations in A as giving rise to unbounded 
perturbations in X. 
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By combining (5.2) (5.3) and (5.4) we are able to bound the error in a 
square root approximation x = X computed by the real Schur method as 
follows 
- 
“1,;,;“,“1 < c’ny,(X)a,(X)u + o(u2) 
=c’n~~F’(X)-1~~,IIXIIFU+0(u2), (5.5) 
where c’ is a constant of order 1. 
We conclude this section by examining the conditioning of the square 
roots of two special classes of matrix. The following identity will be useful (see 
[71): 
IpwlII,= I[( Z@X + x%z)-‘I/,. (5.8) 
LEMMA 3. Zf the nonsingular matrix A E C n Xn is normal and X is a 
square root of A which is a function of A, then 
(i) X is normal, 
(ii) a2(X)= 1, and 
(iii) we have 
YAW = 
IIXIIF 
IG~~xnlPi+Pjl OIFtx)’ (5.7) 
where { pi } are the eigenvalues of X. 
Proof. Since A is normal, we can take Z to be unitary and rnk = 1, 
1~ k < p = n, in (2.1) [8, p. 1931. The unitary invariance of the 2-norm 
implies ]]A]]2= maxl,,Gn]hi], and Theorem 4 shows that 
X=Zdiag(~r,~1~,...,P.)Z*, pT=&, l<i<n. (5.8) 
It follows that X is normal and that 
Ilxll~=( I~z~nlPil)2= II*ll2~ 
. . 
that is, a,(X) = 1. 
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The matrix (18X + Xr@Z)-’ is normal since X is normal, and its 
eigenvalues are (pi + pj)-l, l< i, j, < n. The third part follows from (5.4) 
and (5.6). n 
Note that if A is normal and X is not a function of A, then, as illustrated 
by (2.5), X will not in general be normal and +(X) can be arbitrarily large. 
The next lemma identifies the best y-conditioned square root of a Hermi- 
tian positive definite matrix. 
LEMMA 4. ZfA~42"~" is Hermitian positive definite, then for any 
square root X of A which is a function of A, 
YAP) = &IIP -kMIF G Y&a (5.9) 
where P is the Hennitian positive definite square root of A. 
Proof. A is normal and nonsingular; hence Lemma 3 applies and we can 
use (5.7) and (5.8). Let 
m(x)= l<~J~cnlPi(x)+Pj(x)I 
., . 
where Z.L k( X) denotes an eigenvalue of X, and suppose X k = mini A i. Since 
pi(P)>0 for all i, we have m(P)=2~k(P)=2&=2~~P-1~~~1. Together 
with (5.7) this gives the expression for yF(P). 
From (5.8) 
i i 
l/2 
IIxIIF= 5 xi ) 
i=l 
which is the same for each X, so ]]X]]r= llPllF and (Ye= aF(P). Since 
also m(X) < 2]fik(X)] = 21 f&I = m(P), the inequality follows. n 
The aF terms in (5.7) and (5.9) can be bounded as follows. Using the 
norm inequalities 
ll4le G IIAIIF 6 ~11412 (5.10) 
[8, p. 151, we have for the choices of X in Lemmas 3 and 4 
l< (Ye Q na,(X) = n. 
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It is instructive to compare yF(P) with the matrix inversion condition 
number K~(P)= IIPIIFIIP-‘IIF. From Lemma 4, using the inequalities (5.10) 
we obtain 
&‘+(P) Q YF@) Q i’%(P). 
Thus the square root conditioning of P is at worst the same as its conditioning 
with respect to inversion. Both condition numbers are approximately equal to 
6. COMPUTING A WELLCONDITIONED SQUARE ROOT 
Consider the matrix 
By Corollary 2, R has sixteen square roots T, which are all functions of R and 
hence upper triangular. These square roots yield eight different a-values: 
q(T) = l&,22.43 ,..., 1670.89,199(X35 
(each repeated), where the smallest and largest values are obtained when 
diag(sign(tii)) = +diag(l, l,l, 1) and f diag(1, - 1, 1, - 1) respectively. 
Because of the potentially wide variation in the a-conditioning of the 
square roots of a matrix illustrated by this example, it is worth trying to ensure 
that a square root computed by the (real) Schur method is relatively “well 
conditioned”; then (5.2) guarantees that the computed square root is the 
square root of a matrix near to A. Unfortunately, there does not seem to be 
any convenient theoretical characterization of the square root for which (Y is 
smallest (cf. [l]). Therefore we suggest the following heuristic approach. 
Consider, for simplicity, the Schur method. We would like to choose the 
diagonal elements of T, a square root of the triangular matrix R, so as to 
minimize a(T)= llT112/llRll, or equivalently, to minimize IlTlj. An algorithm 
which goes some way towards achieving this objective is derived from the 
observation that T can be computed column by column: (4.2) and (4.3) can 
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be rearranged for the Schur method as 
tij = 
’ 
i= j-l,j-2 )..., 1, (6.1) 
for j = 1,2,..., n. Denoting the values tij resulting from the two possible 
choices of tjj by ti: and tii, we have 
ALGORITHM SQRT. 
For j=l,2,...,n 
I 
Compute from (6.1) t; and ti;, i = j, j - 1,. . . ,l, 
Cf := i p; 1, cj- := i 1ti; 1. 
i=l i=l 
If c/ < cj- then 
tij:=tG, l<i< j; Cj := cf 
else 
tij:=ti;, l<i< j; Cj := cj-. 
At the jth stage t,,,... , tj_ I, j-l have been chosen already and the 
algorithm chooses that value of tjj which gives the smaller l-norm to the jth 
column of T. This strategy is analogous to one used in condition estimation 
PI* 
The algorithm automatically rejects those upper triangular square roots of 
R which are not themselves functions of R, since each of these must have 
tii + tjj = 0 for some i and j with i < j, corresponding to an infinite value for 
cf or cj- . We note, however, that as shown in [l], it may be the case that 
cz( X ) is near its minimum only when X is a square root which is not a 
function of A. The computation of such a square root can be expected to pose 
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numerical difficulties, associated with the singular nature of the problem, as 
discussed in Section 5.2. The optimization approach suggested in [l] may be 
useful here. In the case that A has distinct eigenvalues every one of A’s 
square roots is a function of A and is hence a candidate for computation via 
Algorithm SQRT. 
The cost of Algorithm SQRT is double that incurred by an a priori choice 
of t t . this is quite acceptable in view of the overall operation count II,“‘, n”, 
given in Section 4.3. 
To investigate both the performance of the algorithm and the cY-condition- 
ing of various matrix square roots, we carried out tests on four different types 
of random matrix. In each of the first three tests we generated fifty upper 
triangular matrices R of order 5 from the following formulae: 
Test 1: rij=RND+iRND’, 
where RND and RND’ denote (successive) calls to a routine to generate random 
numbers from the uniform distribution on [ - 1, 11. Each matrix turned out to 
have distinct eigenvalues and therefore thirty-two square roots, yielding 
sixteen (repeated) values a(T). Tables 1, 2, and 3 summarize respectively the 
results of Tests 1,2 and 3 in terms of the quantities 
where ? is the square root computed by Algorithm SQRT, and 
amin= min a,(T), 
T2=R 
a,,= max a,(T). 
T2 = R 
In the fourth and final test we formed twenty-five random real upper 
quasitriangular matrices R = (Ri j) of order 10. Each block R jj was chosen to 
TABLE 1 
COMPLEXUPPERTRIANGULAR 
Proportion with 
x Maximum X<lOO 1oo<x~1ooo 
5.3 100% - 
4.5 x 104 60% 32% 
8.5 x lo3 82% 14% 
2.6 &=a: mu,. 64% 
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TABLE 2 
REAL. UPPERTRIANGULAR 
Proportion with 
x Maximum X<loO 100<X~1066 
amin 2.4x 10’ 169% - 
SW 1.0 x 10” 39% 44% 
~,nax /SU,, 5.0 x 10” 69% 18% 
G/Qmin 1.2 &=a!: ,“lll’ 92% 
have order 2 and constructed randomly, subject to the requirements that 
llR,,llr=O(l) and that the eigenvahres be complex conjugates Aj and xj, 
with A j computed from A j = RND + i RND'. The elements of the off-diagonal 
blocks were obtained from rij = RND. Each matrix in this test had a total 1024 
square roots, thirty-two of them reah Algorithm SQRT was forced to compute a 
real square root, and the maximum and minimum values of (Y were taken over 
the real square roots. The results are reported in Table 4. 
The main conclusion to be drawn from the tests is that for the classes of 
matrix used Algorithm SQRT performs extremely well. In the majority of cases 
it computed a “best a-conditioned” square root, and in every case & was 
within a factor 3 of the minimum. 
It is noticeable that in these tests Q,, was usually acceptably small (less 
than 100, say); the variation of (Y, as measured by (Y,,/(Y,,,~,, was at times 
very large, however, indicating the value of using Algorithm SQRT. 
There is no reason to expect the a,,,,,,-values in the four tables to be of 
similar size, and in fact the ones in Table 4 are noticeably larger than those in 
the other tables. A partial explanation for this is afforded by the expression 
(4.6), from which it may be concluded that if (for the block Rii with 
TABLE 3 
REAL UPPERTRIANGULAR,POSITIVEEIGENVALUESa 
Proportion with 
x Maximum rglO6 100 < X Q 1066 
9.1 100% - 
1.1 x 10’” 2% 18% 
4.3 x 109 6% 26% 
1 &=a 11,111. : 160% 
“All square roots real. 
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TABLE 4 
REAL UPPERQUASITRIANGULAR" 
Proportion with 
x Maximum X<lOO 1oo~r~1ooo 
%in 9.3 x 10’ 48% 28% 
GaX 1.2 x 108 0% 24% 
a,nax /GX, 1.2x 105 80% 12% 
‘/%nin 2.16 & = OL,,in: 44% 
“Only real square roots computed. 
eigenvalue X in the real Schur decomposition of A) (Y = Re XII2 is small 
relative to IIRiill, then there is the possibility that the real square roots * Ti i 
will have large elements and hence that a(T) will be large. Consider, for 
example, B = 7~ in the matrix 
R(0) = I icose 1+3sin2e -a 1 icose ’ 6 if= m; 
this matrix has eigenvalues cos 8 k i sin 8, (Y = Re h1/2 = cos( e/2), and the real 
square roots are, from (4.6), 
cos( 812) + 
cos e 1+3sin2e 
T(e)= f 
4 COS( e/2) 2 cos( e/2) 
1 - 
8 cos( e/2) I. 
A small (Y can arise if X is close to the negative real axis, as in the above 
example, or if h is small in modulus, either of which is possible for the 
random eigenvalues X used in Test 4. 
To illustrate that a small value of (Y in (4.6) need not lead to a large value 
of a(T), and to gain further insight into the conditioning of real square roots, 
we briefly consider the case where A is normal. We need the following result, 
a proof of which may be found in [12, p. 1991. 
LEMMAS. LetAEIWnX” be norm&. Then A’s real Schur decomposition 
(4.1) takes the form 
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where each block Rii is either 1 x 1, or of the form 
Rji=[ _;: ‘61, bzo. m (6.2) 
Rii in (6.2) has eigenvalues a + ib, so from (4.6) its real square roots are 
given by 
(6.3) 
from which it is easy to show that 
IlTiill~ =SUB +b2 = IIRi,llz. (6.4) 
Thus the possibility that large growth will occur in forming the elements of T, i 
is ruled out when A is normal. Indeed, it follows from (6.4) that when A is 
normal, any real square root which is a function of A is perfectly conditioned 
in the sense that (Ye = 1 (see also Lemma 3). 
It is worth pointing out that if we put a = - 1, b = 0 in (6.2) then while 
R=[-:, -y] (6.5) 
has two real negative eigenvalues, the formula (6.3) still gives a real square 
root of R, namely 
T= ’ ’ 
[ 1 -1 0’ a,(T) = I 
(necessarily not a function of R). This square root is also obtained when a in 
(2.5) is chosen to minimize oe(X(a)). We note that Rii in (6.2) is a scalar 
multiple of a Givens rotation 
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with this interpretation T = J(r/2) in (6.6) is a natural choice of square root 
for R = J(m) in (6.5). 
7. CONCLUSION 
The real Schur method presented here provides an efficient way to 
compute a real square root X of a real full matrix A. In practice it is desirable 
to compute, together with the square root ‘Xx, both a(X) and an estimate of 
the square root condition number y(X) (this could be obtained using the 
method of [2] as described in [7]); the relevance of these quantities is 
displayed by the bounds (5.2) and (5.5). The overall method is reliable, for 
instability is signaled by the occurrence of a large a(X). 
Algorithm SQRT is an inexpensive and effective means of determining a 
relatively well-conditioned square root using Schur methods. 
When A is normal, any square root (and in particular any real square 
root) which is a function of A is perfectly conditioned in the sense that 
aa = 1. Work is in progress to investigate the existence of well-conditioned 
real and complex square roots for general A. 
We have tacitly assumed that one would want to compute a square root 
which is indeed a function of the original matrix, but as illustrated by (6.5) 
and (6.6), the “natural” square root may not be of this form. We are currently 
exploring this phenomenon. 
I wish to thank Dr. I. Gladwell, Dr. G. Hall, and Professor B. N. Parlett 
for their comments on the manuscript. 
I am grateful to Professor H. Schneider fm private communication in 
which he pointed out [14] and stated Theorem 5 and its proof: 
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